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ABSTRACT
Assessment of answer scripts is an integral part of an examination and education system. A fair, consistent, unbiased, and correct valuation ensures the integrity of an examination system and is important for all education institutions. Since manual valuation is cumbersome and can be biased or influenced by the perception/mood of the evaluator, automatic grading of scripts has become very relevant. Automatic short answer grading (ASAG) techniques have been widely researched in the last decade and have assumed increased relevance because of online teaching and examinations during the Covid-19 pandemic. This review paper focuses on the recent works in the area of automatic answer grading and compares the techniques, methodologies employed, and the consequent results to evaluate their effectiveness. It discusses the advantages and limitations of the techniques by systematically categorizing the questions into both long/short as well as open-ended/close-ended questions and suggests a new model for improving the grading outcomes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Assessing students to measure their progress and ensuring that the curriculum goals are met is a key aspect of the education and learning process. Hence various examinations with different types or categories of questions are conducted for assessing the knowledge and skills of students. Grading of student answer scripts is a time consuming process; the imposed stringent deadlines also make it error prone. Manual grading of student answer scripts may be biased, inconsistent as it is dependent on the skill set, mood swings and perception of the evaluator. Hence an automated model that overcomes the drawbacks of manual assessment and standardizes the grading process, making it more efficient and accurate is essential.

Assessment questions mainly fall under the categories of MCQ, fill-in-the-blanks, match-the-following, essay/short answers (closed-ended), long answers/descriptive (open-ended) and, technical answers [1]. Many earlier works on grading assessment focused on writing skills rather than content [2, 3]. The recent works however, focus on concept/content of the answer and use Natural Language Processing (NLP), Machine Learning (ML) and hybrid techniques [4]. The importance of content and semantic grading of answer scripts is also highlighted [5].

Most of the works in the area of automatic assessment pertain to grading of short answers. ASAG is a term used for Automatic short-answer grading and involves automatic grading of short answers (typically a few words or a few lines or a paragraph) [1]. Short answer questions are commonly used in the examinations to assess the basic knowledge of the students. Since these answers comprise of a limited number of words, it is easy to compare them with the reference answers and provide the scores/grades effectively [6]. Though short answers questions are mostly close-ended with limited number of matching correct answers, some such questions require the students to express their comprehension and perspectives. Matching techniques for comparison of student answer with reference answer may not yield accurate scores/grades for such open-ended questions [7]. A more intelligent grading system based on machine learning and domain-specific knowledge base would result in enhanced valuation. In the recent years the focus of research has shifted to grading of
Our literature review reveals that research in automatic grading mainly falls under two categories: a) grading essays and b) grading short/long answers. While essays are long (typically spanning two-three pages) with valuation based on content as well as structure/grammar, the short answers are valued primarily on the basis of keywords and concept terms. In this paper, we have reviewed papers published in the recent years from 2016 to 2020 that focus on grading of answers which are both, close ended and open-ended. We find that most of the recent research works for automatic grading use NLP techniques with augmented feature extraction and machine learning/deep learning techniques and restrict their scope to grading of short answers only. In this work we have focused our review efforts on following two aspects:

1) Study of the techniques and methodologies used in the recent works for automatic grading of student answers.

2) A critical evaluation of the above and suggesting a model for an optimum valuation system for both open-ended and close-ended questions.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 examines the related works in the area of short answer grading with an emphasis on recent techniques and methodologies. Section 3 describes the taxonomy of the techniques employed in the various literary works under review. Section 4 systematically compares and evaluates the research papers with respect to the datasets, techniques and results. The discussion regarding the techniques employed, their advantages/limitations and guidelines for an optimum grading are contained in section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper by stating possible areas of future research.

2. RELATED WORKS - LITERATURE REVIEW

Researching and devising better techniques in education assessment by means of effective tools for candidate evaluation has been the vision of ETS (Educational Testing Service). ETS is guided by its mission “to help advance quality and equity in education by providing fair and valid assessments, research, and related services. Our products and services measure knowledge and skills . . . for all people worldwide.” Most of the recent research works also aim to provide efficient automated tools for assessment of short answers, essays and descriptive questions.

The techniques used for the evaluation of answer scripts mainly fall under two categories: a) Similarity techniques based on NLP and b) Machine learning techniques using training datasets. NLP tools for example, NLTK or Stanford NLP tools provide API for tokenization, POS tagging, stop word removal, stemming, lemmatization and summarization. While the tokenization process breaks the text into smaller chunks or tokens, POS tagging identifies the parts of speech for the tokens. Stop words that do not add much meaning to the sentence can be removed during pre-processing and stemming/lemmatization can be used to reduce inflection from words. The NLP-based research works generally use semantic matching techniques for comparison of student answer with reference answer(s) for short answer grading. These works are found mostly effective for close-ended short answer questions [12-16].

Supervised machine learning techniques like classification, regression and deep learning techniques are used for automated answer grading. Bag-of-words model using tf/tf-idf and word embedding models like Word2Vec, GloVe are generally used for representing the text in the corpus. While the Bag-of-words model is sparse, the word embedding is dense. It captures the context, meaning and interrelation of words and hence provides a semantic representation. Though the supervised learning techniques are found to be effective for both close-ended and open-ended questions, their accuracy is good only when large training datasets are available [7, 17-19].

Most of the recent works in ASAG focus on semantic similarity. NLP based text extraction and summarization techniques with augmented similarity measures was found to yield better results for M5 and M10 questions [12]. In this paper, the text is extracted, summarized and then scored on the basis of the five weighted parameters viz. cosine, jaccard, bigram, synonym similarity and grammatical spelling error. The experiments were conducted using three types of questions viz. M5 (5 marks), M10 (10 marks), and M15 (15 marks) questions. It was observed that the difference between the manually scored marks and the automated scores was more for M15 descriptive answers. The main limitation of this work is that the parameter weights used for grading are not computed automatically; they are assigned manually on the basis of a survey.

A supervised machine learning model containing augmented text similarity features that consider the importance of domain-specific words is proposed [17]. The reference answer and the student answer are represented by the two vectors viz. R and S respectively. These vectors generated using off-the-shelf word embedding provide a semantic representation and hence semantic similarity is computed between vectors R and S using cosine similarity measures. This work uses question demoting for removing question words from both student response and reference answer. Moreover, this paper does term weighting based on a variant of tf-
In this variant, idf alone is used for arbitrary words and tf measure based on the frequency of word in internet resources like Wikipedia, is used for domain-specific words. This model was evaluated on two tasks – a) Mohler et al. (2011) task, where a real-valued score on a scale of 0 to 5 is computed and b) SemEval-2013 Task where categorical labels viz. correct, partially correct/incomplete, contradictory, irrelevant, and non-domain are assigned. This paper emphasizes the relevance of domain-specific terms in grading; however, this tf-idf variant was not found very effective in case of very short answers. This was especially so when the keywords cannot be distinctly identified. For example: common words like “last”, “added”, “first”, and “removed” are significant in the answer of the definition of stack. Hence, additional term weighting mechanism to identify significant answer words is vital.

Combined and composite models using question, answer-based features, and student models (more than one student model answer) to build feature space are explored [13, 14]. NLP techniques like bag-of-words and similarity matching sometimes fail to determine the correctness/incorrectness of the short answers. The reason for this is the limited amount of text content in short answers is inadequate for extracting sufficient lexical features necessary for grading. The student models can thus play an important role and help to add to the feature space. The answer-based features include length difference, max-matched idf, cosine similarity, weighted text similarity and LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis) defined by measuring the text similarity between student answer and the correct answer(s). Five classic ML algorithms like NB (Naïve Bayes), LR (Logistic Regression), DT (Decision Tree), ANN, and SVM and DBN (Deep Belief Networks) were compared in the experiments. DBN models outperformed the other classic ML models.

Evaluation of descriptive answers is done by extracting features and computing similarity scores by matching the questions and answers [18]. A systematic process involving stages like question classification, answer classification, features extraction and answer evaluation is used. Naïve Bayes classifier is used to classify both, - the question and the answer. Questions are classified as factual, inductive and analytical and the answer classification helps to determine whether the answer matches the question type and the requirements. The model answer is compared with the student answer to get the similarity score. Answers are evaluated for correctness by verifying keywords, synonyms, and the context of the words. The sum of the number of matching keywords and the similarity score value decide the final score.

An intelligent platform that considers aspects like question type, keywords, structural, conceptual and language parameters was designed [19]. This paper classifies the questions into three categories viz. conceptual, specific and analytical. It scores the answers on the basis of similarity score, language score, fuzzy string-matching score, and a concept graph comparing the concepts in the reference answer with that in the student answer. Additionally, this system generates analytical reports like section-wise performance, progress analysis, class-wise performance, exam-wise performance analysis in the form of charts.

The usage of WordNet graphs to measure the text similarity between the student answer and the expected answer for grading a dataset of 400 student answer sheets in social studies have yielded promising results [20]. The semantic relations hypernym, hyponym, holonym and meronym are considered for generating WordNet graphs. The counts of matching nodes are used for generating scores. This work however did not give good grading results for answers containing technical words and misspelled words.

Student answers largely contain free text. Hence deep semantic understanding is required for a good ASAG system. The paper [15] proposes an ASAG framework for grading open-ended answers by modelling semantic relations between student answers and reference answers. The framework comprises of four layers. The Transformer layer transforms the student answers and reference answers into word embeddings. The Multiattention layer captures the relation between the student and reference answers by using additive, subtractive, multiplicative and dot product attention mechanisms. The Inside aggregation layer aggregates the output of the multiway attention layer and, the Prediction layer uses the feedforward layer with softmax function to obtain the output vector. Experiments were conducted with 120,000 student answers. This model outperformed baselines like Logistic regression Gradient boosted decision tree, TextCNN, Multiway Attention Network and Manhattan LSTM (Long short-term memory).

Another deep learning model focusing on open-ended answers uses features extracted from human evaluated answer scripts and the answer key to train the LSTM-RNN model (Long short-term memory networks- Recurrent neural networks) [21]. This model uses glove vector embedding for answer representation providing a semantic approach to grading. The main drawback of this paper is insufficient data used for testing this approach.

Word weights that emphasize the important words/phrases and the knowledgebase (KB) comprising of standard answer are used to grade the student answers using deep learning LSTM networks [16]. It uses three modules viz. input representation and embedding module, knowledge base selection module and the representation fusion module. The input representation layer is the element-wise product of the KB -based
weight matrix, tf-idf weight matrix and the word encoding matrix. The embedding module generates embedding for the KB and questions and stores them in two matrices (memory vectors). The knowledge base selection module uses these two memory vectors and retrieves the relevant information. The representation fusion module merges the embedding of the student answer and the selected facts from the memory vectors and applies this to the Bi-LSTM network to predict the output. The overall accuracy rate of this system is 83.37% and can therefore be applied to assist manual grading [22–26].

Some short answers require students to express their subjective opinions. An ASAG model that integrates both domain-general and domain-specific information to grade semi-open-ended questions is explored [27–29]. This paper uses both domain-general and domain-specific information for feature engineering. This is done by following a two-step training process. The first step trains the CBOW algorithm using Wikipedia [30–34]. The second step trains the CBOW with student answers containing domain-specific terms. The combined word-vector dictionary generated from the two steps of CBOW training is used to represent the student answers. This representation is used as an input to the LSTM classifier which outputs a probabilistic scoring vector. This model shows an enhanced performance on 7 reading comprehension questions and over 16,000 short-answer samples [35].

3. TAXONOMY OF RESEARCH

Figure 1 depicts a hierarchical view of the various automatic grading techniques employed in the recent literary works under our review. The first level of organization is concerned with the research techniques adopted. NLP techniques are used in some of the works for pre-processing and efficient feature extraction. Text similarity computations go beyond keyword matching methods using cosine, bigram and jaccard measures. They include augmented techniques based on semantic similarities using WordNet and concept graphs, and fuzzy matching techniques. The recent papers using ML approach for ASAG mostly use the LSTM-RNN for training the models. These networks use dense word embedding for answer/feature representation and thus provide a semantic dimension to answer grading.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1** A hierarchical view of the various automatic grading techniques applied

4. A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

Based on a comprehensive literature review of recent works in automatic answer grading, this section presents a systematic evaluation of the different research works, the techniques and methodologies adopted and results/outcomes thereof.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No</th>
<th>Research Work/ Paper</th>
<th>Author/ Year</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Dataset/ Input</th>
<th>Experiments/ Observations</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NLP-based Automatic Answer Script Evaluation</td>
<td>Rahman and Siddiqui (2018) [12]</td>
<td>NLP techniques are used for summarization and extraction. The scores are awarded on the basis of similarity measures computed using cosine, jaccard, bigram, and synonyms.</td>
<td>Similarity measures</td>
<td>A dataset comprising of 30 sample questions and answers. The dataset comprises of three types of question answers M5, M10, and M15</td>
<td>Automatic evaluation of answer scripts was found very useful and often the assigned marks were the same as manually scored marks.</td>
<td>The parameter weights used for grading are not computed automatically; they are assigned manually on the basis of a survey. This is the main drawback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fast and Easy Short Answer Grading with High</td>
<td>Sultan et al. (2016) [17]</td>
<td>Word embedding used for semantic representation of the student answer and the reference answer.</td>
<td>Semantic Similarity measure</td>
<td>1. The Mohler et al. task : 80 undergraduate Data Structures questions and answers</td>
<td>The model shows enhanced performance over</td>
<td>Additional term weighting mechanism is required to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Semantic similarity with augmented similarity measures are used.</td>
<td>2,273 student responses.</td>
<td>benchmarks like tf-idf, Lesk, Mohler et al.</td>
<td>identify important answer words.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Learning + Student Modeling + Clustering: A Recipe for Effective Automatic Short Answer Grading</td>
<td>Zhang et al. (2016) [14]</td>
<td>Combined and composite models using question, answer-based features, and student models are used to build feature space. Six classifiers viz NB, LR, DT, ANN, SVM and DBN are used and their results are compared.</td>
<td>ML algorithms and DBN</td>
<td>Cordillera dataset; 16228 short answers selected from a total of 27868 dialogues</td>
<td>Five classic ML algorithms like NB, LR, DT, ANN, SVM and Deep Belief Networks (DBN) are compared in the experiments. DBN models outperform the other classic ML models.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic assessment of descriptive answers in online examination system using semantic relational features</td>
<td>Nandini, Uma Maheswari (2020) [18]</td>
<td>A systematic process involving stages like question classification, answer classification, features extraction and answer evaluation is used. The sum of the number of matching keywords and the similarity score value decide the final score.</td>
<td>Similarity-based measures</td>
<td>50 questions with10 students answers for each question from a computer science course</td>
<td>The implementation outperforms the other grading system by achieving 95% precision, 94% recall and 94.5% sensitivity.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Intelligent System for Evaluation of Descriptive Answers</td>
<td>Bagaria et al. (2020) [19]</td>
<td>Uses concept graphs, fuzzy string matching, grammar checking and other similarity metrics.</td>
<td>Grammar checking and similarity measures</td>
<td>A dataset comprising of conceptual, specific, and analytical questions and expected answers from different websites.</td>
<td>The difference between the marks given by manual evaluation and proposed automatic evaluation was less for conceptual and specific type questions and greater for analytical questions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A machine learning approach for automated evaluation of short answers using text similarity based on WordNet graphs</td>
<td>Vij et al. (2020) [20]</td>
<td>Uses WordNet graphs for structural and semantic dependencies.</td>
<td>Similarity measure</td>
<td>A dataset comprising of 400 Social Studies subject answer sheets.</td>
<td>RMSE was found to be 0.319</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Accuracy and semantic similarity with augmented similarity measures are used.
2. 2,273 student responses. 2. SemEval-2013 datasets (SCIENTSBANK corpus)
3. SemEval-2013 datasets (SCIENTSBANK corpus) benchmarks like tf-idf, Lesk, Mohler et al.
4. Identify important answer words.
5. Zhang et al. (2016) [14]
6. SemEval-2013 datasets (SCIENTSBANK corpus)
7. IBM, LR, DT, ANN, SVM classifiers on most parameters like accuracy, AUC, Precision and F-measure (except Recall).
Networks

8. Grading descriptive answer scripts using deep learning
   George et al. (2019) [21]
   Uses glove vector representation and sequential layered framework.
   Deep Learning using LSTM-RNN
   A dataset from 50 distinct answer scripts based on two different questions.
   Training dataset is insufficient.

9. Deep Automated Text Scoring Model Based on Memory Network
   Yang (2020) [16]
   Word weights to emphasize important words/phrases and KB comprising of standard answer are used to grade the student answers using deep learning LSTM networks.
   Deep Learning LSTM network
   63 short technical question from the domain of Software Engineering. Each question has 100 scored answers which are used for training.
   The overall accuracy rate of this system is 83.37%
   tf-idf may not be adequate for determining concentration. Single basic concept questions worked better than flow description questions.

10. An automatic short-answer grading model for semi-open-ended questions
    Zhang et al. (2019) [7]
    CBOW algorithm is used for feature engineering from both domain-general and domain-specific sources. LSTM classifier outputs a probabilistic scoring vector
    Deep Learning using LSTM networks
    7 reading comprehension questions and over 16,000 short-answer samples.
    Training the grading model requires many graded student answers for each question.

5. DISCUSSION

The recent years have seen an increased research in the area of automated answer grading, especially in automatic grading of short answers (ASAG). This research has become more relevant because of the Covid-19 pandemic and widespread online classes and online examinations. From our literature review, we found that the works in automatic grading used either a) similarity measures that use both basic and augmented feature extraction for similarity scoring and semantic similarity or b) machine learning and deep learning networks like LSTM.

Our literature study revealed that most of the works in automated grading used either a) similarity measures that use both basic and augmented feature extraction for similarity scoring and semantic similarity or b) machine learning and deep learning networks like LSTM.

All the keywords or concepts do not have the same relevance in an answer. Hence weighting of terms on the basis of pre-defined criteria or on the basis of domain-specific KB can help to enhance grading performance. Our study reveals that weighting techniques need further exploration.

6. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

Automatic grading of answers scripts makes the valuation system unbiased and consistent. Since the results of the assessments greatly influence the future of the students, a model that overcomes the drawbacks and enhances the grading performance is essential. This review paper studies and compares the recent papers in
the area of automatic grading of answer scripts. Based on our study we conclude that there are two main techniques of answer grading- similarity measures and ML techniques. Similarity based measures do not require a large training set; however, these techniques do not yield good results for open-ended answers. On the other hand, ML techniques enhance the scope of grading systems by giving good results for semi-open-ended questions. The main drawback of using ML techniques is that each question requires a large labelled training set which may be cumbersome and impractical.

Our future work proposes a two-step process for grading. In the first step we propose the use of NLP techniques for chunking or subject-object-predicate extraction from the student and reference answers with a word embedding representation for both. This enables semantic comparison and enhanced scoring. In the second step we envisage a feedback module that generates a labelled training set comprising distinct answers from the dataset used in the first step. This dataset would be used for training the deep learning network for optimized grading outcomes.
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